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Energy
EU policies aim to deliver secure, sustainable and affordable energy for citizens and businesses.








  


  

  
  
  
    
          
  
      Latest news

    
      [image: ]	News announcement
	15 March 2024

2 years since Ukraine and Moldova synchronised electricity grids with EU
Tomorrow (Saturday, 16 March 2024) marks the second anniversary of the synchronisation of Ukraine’s and Moldova’s electricity grids to the Continental European Network.




[image: ]	News announcement
	15 March 2024

Commission adopts EU-wide scheme for rating sustainability of data centres
The Commission has adopted a new delegated regulation on the first phase for establishing an EU-wide scheme to rate the sustainability of EU data centres.




[image: ]	News announcement
	14 March 2024

Commissioner Simson in the U.S. to strengthen energy cooperation 
Commissioner for Energy, Kadri Simson, will be in Washington, D.C., and Houston from 15 to 19 March to further enhance energy cooperation between the EU and the U.S.  
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    Topics


Energy efficiency
Reducing energy consumption and achieving energy savings is essential to deliver the European Green Deal.




Renewable energy
Energy from renewable sources reduces greenhouse gas emissions and lowers our dependence on imported fossil fuels.




Markets and consumers
The EU's integrated internal energy market helps to keep energy affordable and guarantee secure supplies.




Energy strategy
The EU's strategy for secure, competitive, and sustainable energy.




Oil, gas and coal
Ensuring the efficient and responsible use of fossil fuels.




Infrastructure
A modern energy infrastructure, connecting markets and regions, is crucial to meet EU’s energy and climate goals.




Energy security
The EU works to ensure that energy supplies from abroad are secure and affordable.




Research and technology
Innovation in low-carbon and clean energy technologies are essential to fulfil the EU’s energy union strategy.




Funding and financing
EU programmes, calls for tenders and private-public initiatives to finance energy projects.




International cooperation
EU energy cooperation with countries around the world and international institutions.




Nuclear energy
The EU aims to ensure safe and secure use of civil nuclear energy which generates almost 30% of its electricity.




Energy system integration
Our energy systems need to be sufficiently flexible to facilitate cross-border, cross-sector innovation and investment.








  


    
  
    
          
  
      Highlights

    
      [image: ]	Conferences and summits

EU Energy Day at the Hannover Messe
	Tuesday 23 April 2024, 09:00 - 17:00 (CEST)
	Hannover, Germany




[image: ]	News article
	13 March 2024

In focus: EU nuclear energy policy – why it matters to us all
Nuclear power generated just over a fifth (21.8%) of the EU’s electricity in 2022, with 12 EU countries currently including it in their energy mix. However, in one way or another, EU nuclear energy policy is relevant to all citizens across the EU.




[image: ]	Press release
	23 February 2024

European Citizens' Panel to discuss Energy Efficiency
150 randomly selected citizens from all 27 EU countries will discuss the benefits and challenges of increasing energy efficiency, and how households, businesses, and communities should act.







  


  
  


    
  
    
          
  
      Quick links

    
      [image: ]REPowerEU
REPowerEU is the European Commission’s plan to make Europe independent from Russian fossil fuels well before 2030, in light of Russia's invasion of Ukraine.


[image: ]Action and measures on energy prices
EU actions and measures to mitigate the impact of raising energy prices and increase the resilience of the EU’s energy system.



[image: Make a good choice, save energy, save money, Energy label, EU eco design]Energy label and ecodesign
The EU energy labelling and ecodesign legislation helps improve the energy efficiency of products on the EU market.


[image: ]Weekly Oil Bulletin
Weekly updated information on consumer prices of petroleum products in all EU countries.
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	EU Building Stock Observatory
	Energy union indicators webtool
	Energy scenarios
	Energy prices and costs dashboards



  


    
  
    
    
    



  
    
              

  Featured video
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Heat pumps – the heating solution for a clean energy transition 
Heat pumps are an efficient, sustainable and increasingly affordable heating solution that will help Europe in its transition towards a cleaner, greener future.
The European Commission is working on a Heat Pump Action Plan to accelerate their roll-out across the EU.
This video explains what heat pumps are, how they work and the kind of buildings they are for. 


It is available with subtitles in 22 EU languages



  


    
  
    
          
  
    
      Events


22Mar2024	Conferences and summits

European Industrial Alliance on SMRs dissemination event
	Brussels, Belgium






10Apr2024	Conferences and summits

Empowering Local Actors: Bridging Policy and Practice in Tackling Energy Poverty closer to EU citizens
	Brussels, Belgium






16-17Apr2024	Conferences and summits

The 9th Just Transition Platform Conference
	Brussels, Belgium






23Apr2024	Conferences and summits

EU Energy Day at the Hannover Messe 
	Hannover, Germany






23Apr2024	Expert meetings

The EU blueprint for fusion energy 
	Strasbourg, France






25-26Apr2024	Expert meetings

38th Madrid Forum
	Madrid, Spain







See all events




  


  
  


    
  
    
      
  
  


  [image: ]Subscribe for free to any of our 15 newsletters! 
DG Energy newsletters
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